**STEP 1: Options A/B/C**
- Owner Chooses to Pursue Available Volunteer Paths
- Potential Risks Involved w/out DSA Review - SS/FLS/AC ‘Surprises’
- Potential for Uncertainties - Access Lawsuits

**STEP 2: DSA Triage – Options D/E/F**

**D:** OTC Review
- FLAT Fee
- No ‘A#’ Issued
- 2 Hrs. Max.
- DSA Approval Letter Issued
- Plans + Letter Into DSA Box
- Corrections Noted w/ Bluebeam
- Submit DSA 999 at Completion

**E:** OTC Review
- Standard % Fee
- ‘A#’ Issued
- 2 Hrs. Max.
- Corrections Noted w/ Bluebeam
- Inspection Card Issued - DSA 152

**F:** Standard DSA Intake Submittal Process
- ‘A#’ Issued
- Expedited Plan Review Process
- Standard % Fee
- Inspection Card Issued - DSA 152